
Submission guidelines for design across on Embedded 
Computing Design brands 
 
**All design articles must be original content to Embedded 

Computing Design, not republished from another media 
outlet.** 

 
We have just a few main rules:  
 
1) No sales pitches. Readers are turned off by promotional-
oriented content.  Any blog that is a product pitch or a 
company promotion will be rejected. Refrain 
from mentioning your product and company name unless it is 
necessary to illustrate a point or advance the story. In addition, 
marketing language (i.e. “world’s first,” “best,” etc.) will be 
removed by the editor or returned to the author for revision. 
 
2) Approach: Design articles should focus on real-world 
design challenges facing embedded engineers. These could be 
on anything from processors and silicon to system-level 
hardware to software development and programming 
techniques. Alternatively, they could be design strategies that 
help developers get off the ground or complete their projects. 
 
A good rule of thumb for design articles is to take a 
problem/solution approach. In other words, identify an 
engineering design challenge and attack it in detail with a 
solution or work around. Design articles should be authored by 
technical employees as opposed to sales and marketing staff – 
remember, our readership is primarily ENGINEERS, 
DEVELOPERS, and PRODUCT MANAGERS. 
 
3) Length: Design articles typically range anywhere from 
1,000 to 1,500 words, those these are flexible limitations, 



particularly if not being submitted for print publication. 
Consult an editor with any questions about length. 
 

4) Photos/images should be attached in separate files from 
the article text; author photos and any other provided images 
should be 300 dpi, preferably with no background and in their 
native file format. 
 
5) The review process is more extensive than with blogs, and 
at times can consist of one or more rounds of revisions with 
our editorial staff. Please note that Embedded Computing 
Design has its own stylistic guidelines, and will make minor 
copy edits to all submitted content, though we strive to “do no 
harm” in the editing process as long as the content submitted 
meets the criteria outlined above. 
 
6) Topic selection can be difficult, but a good baseline is 
provided in our editorial calendars. We accept content far 
beyond what is outlined therein, so please reach out to the 
Embedded Computing Design editorial team if you’re in need 
of guidance. 
 
Any questions?  
 
Rich Nass 
Executive Vice President 
Embedded Computing Design 
rnass@opensystemsmedia.com 
 
Brandon Lewis 
Technology Editor 
Embedded Computing Design 
blewis@opensystemsmedia.com 
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Jamie Leland 
Content Editor 
Embedded Computing Design 
jleland@opensystemsmedia.com 
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